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Evaluation report 

Needwonnee Aboriginal Walk, Melaleuca 

This report examines the effectiveness of a collaborative project between the Parks 

and Wildlife Service and Tasmanian Aboriginal people to develop a short loop walk 

at Melaleuca to present Aboriginal cultural values. This evaluation concludes that the 

Needwonnee Aboriginal Walk project has performed outstandingly well in all 

respects. All the project objectives have either been achieved or are on track to 

achievement.  

Introduction 

Management of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (TWWHA) aims to present the 

area’s World Heritage and other natural and cultural values to visitors and the broader community 

in ways that foster understanding and appreciation (TWWHA Management Plan 1999). This project 

sets out to present Aboriginal values in collaboration with the Aboriginal community, and is an 

important step towards establishing greater involvement of the Aboriginal community in 

management of the area. 

About Melaleuca  

Melaleuca is a remote place on the south-west coast of Tasmania within the Tasmanian Wilderness 

World Heritage Area (TWWHA), see Map 1.  

There is no road access to this region. Visitors can walk or fly to Melaleuca, or sail into nearby 

Bathurst Harbour and walk from there. 

The Melaleuca—Cox Bight region was originally part of the homelands of the Needwonnee 

Aboriginal people (see Map 2). There are no known descendants of the Needwonnee. According to 

the historical journal of George Augustus Robinson, in 1830 Melaleuca appeared to be a meeting 

place for Aborigines as evidenced by numerous native huts observed in the area (Plomley, 1966).  

Today, Melaleuca is managed as a low key Visitor Services Site for the TWWHA. Visitor facilities are 

intentionally simple and include basic bushwalkers’ huts, a bird-viewing hide, walking tracks, toilets 

and a small airstrip. Around 6,000 people visit Melaleuca each year — mainly bushwalkers, scenic 

flight day-trippers, kayakers and members of the boating/sailing community. According to visitor tour 

operators, the vast majority of visitors to this area are respectful and highly motivated individuals 

whose primary reasons for visiting are to experience the south-west wilderness and learn about its 

natural and cultural heritage (Greg Wells of Par Avion Wilderness Tours, pers. comm).  

 

 

Melaleuca Lagoon 

Photo: Fiona Rice 
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Background to project  

Melaleuca has long been identified as a site with significant potential for Aboriginal interpretation1 

(Lehman, 1995, p50). Surveys of visitors to the Tasmanian Wilderness have identified a significant 

unmet desire for more information to be provided about Aboriginal culture and the relationship of 

Aborigines with specific areas (PWS visitor survey program, 1999).  

Table 1 below summarises the events leading up to this project. 

Table 1: Timeline of events leading up to this project 

Date Background to this project 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                

1 The term ‘interpretation’ is used by practitioners to convey the intention of providing ‘a means of communicating ideas and feelings 
which enrich people’s understanding and appreciation of their world and their role within it’ (Interpretation Australia Association). More 
than providing information or education, interpretation strives to open minds and capture hearts. (Parks and Wildlife Service, 2010) 
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Map 2: Indicative nation boundaries of Aboriginal Tasmanians in the early1800s. There 

were nine nations, with each nation comprising 5 to 15 bands, with 40-80 people 

in each band. The South West nation numbered between 200 and 300 people, 

and the Needwonnee band comprised around 80 (Ryan, 2012). 

Map 1: Locality map showing Melaleuca in the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area 
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Overall management goal 

The overall goal of this project is: 

 Development of an Aboriginal interpretive loop walk at Melaleuca through collaborative 

partnership between the Parks and Wildlife Service and the Tasmanian Aboriginal Land and Sea 

Council (and others as appropriate). The walk will provide an intimate and visual Aboriginal 

cultural interpretive experience for visitors, and an ongoing opportunity for the Aboriginal 

community to practise relevant cultural traditions in an authentic landscape.  

Associated objectives of this project include: 

(i) Develop the interpretation in a consultative manner to ensure maximum participation of 

Aboriginal community members. 

(ii) Construct the interpretive walk with installations by Aboriginal community members to 

recall the presence of the Needwonnee people in the landscape, and reveal stories about 

their ancestors living in this land. 

(iii) Produce an accompanying interpretive booklet describing all that is known about the 

Needwonnee people for visitors, tourist operators, PWS, the Aboriginal community, and 

the general community. 

(iv) Film the development of the track to produce a short (10 minutes) documentary. 

(v) Provide scope for ongoing development of the interpretive installations to enable practising 

of traditions and sharing of story by members of the Aboriginal community, in consultation 

with TALSC and PWS.  

Management actions and significant events 

 The location of the track, track materials, viewing platforms and interpretive nodes were 

determined by the Parks and Wildlife Service (PWS) in consultation with the Tasmanian 

Aboriginal Land and Sea Council (TALSC). 

 The Aboriginal values of the area were identified by referencing the 1997 Aboriginal Heritage 

Assessment and George Augustus Robinson’s journal records. The project was discussed with 

potential key stakeholders (Janet Fenton, Qug King, and Greg Wells of Par Avion). 

 An Interpretation Site Plan was developed for Melaleuca. The plan included identifying the 

overall project objectives, defining the audience, establishing the context, exploring the values, 

determining an overall interpretive theme (“Sharing our story … practising our traditions”), 

selecting the interpretive media to suit the theme, audience, location and objectives 

(installations, booklet and DVD), determining the interpretive installations (traditional campsite, 

canoe etc), establishing the method for engaging artists and Aboriginal community members to 

participate, project implementation (people, costs, timing etc) and discussing the ongoing 

maintenance and participation opportunities for the Aboriginal community and PWS. 

 TALSC’s Working on Country (WOC) Rangers and PWS Aboriginal Trainees worked with PWS 

trackworkers to build the track.  

 TALSC’s WOC Rangers and PWS Aboriginal trainees constructed the traditional hut, canoe and 

tools (spears, waddy, and digging stick).  

 Aboriginal artists (Verna Nichols, Leonie Dickson and Kylie Dickson) were engaged to decorate 

the hut, create the hearthfire, weave baskets, and create other contemporary installations to 

interpret aspects of Aboriginal culture.  

 The Needwonnee Aboriginal Walk was officially opened on 6 December 2011. 

 Par Avion pilots and guides have been provided with briefings on the project, including its aims 

and objectives, and information about how the ephemeral installations were made. 
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 Informal feedback about the Needwonnee Walk is regularly sought from visitor tour operators, 

PWS staff and others.  

 In 2012, the Parks and Wildlife Service developed a visitor survey (see Appendix 1) which was 

made available to visitors through the Par Avion airline office near Hobart. However, the survey 

was not actively promoted and the response was low, yielding only 16 responses. A report on 

the findings of this survey is presented in Appendix 2.  

 In 2014, the Parks and Wildlife Service conducted an on-site survey of visitors to Melaleuca. The 

Melaleuca Visitor Survey 2014 included several questions specifically related to the Needwonnee 

Walk. Caretakers on-site at Melaleuca actively encouraged visitors to participate in the survey, 

and the response rate was relatively good (57%) yielding 266 responses. The findings of this 

survey related to the Needwonnee Walk are presented in Appendix 3 and summarised below.  

Monitored results for performance indicators  

Table 2: Performance indicators and monitored results 

Performance Indicators 

(and how they are monitored) 

Targets and/or 

Limits 

(and how 

performance is 

assessed) 

Monitored Results 

(detected over the management period) 

1. Photographic documentation of the project’s progress and completion 

2. Findings of visitor surveys 
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3. Occupational health and safety incidents 

Supporting evidence 

Photographic documentation of the project’s progress and completion 

Photographs of the progress and completion of the Needwonnee Aboriginal Walk and of the people 

behind the project are provided in the photo gallery at the end of this report.  

Findings of visitor surveys 

Figure 1 below presents the results of a visitor survey question which asked visitors who had 

undertaken the Needwonnee Aboriginal Walk “How much did the Needwonnee Walk enhance 

your understanding of Tasmania’s Aboriginal heritage?” (Question 27, Melaleuca Visitor Survey 

2014). The detailed findings of the Melaleuca Visitor Survey 2014 related to the Needwonnee 

Aboriginal Walk are provided in Appendix 3.  
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Figure 1: Visitor responses to question 27 of the Melaleuca Visitor Survey 2014. The majority of visitors who undertook the 

Needwonnee Aboriginal Walk considered that it enhanced their understanding of Tasmania’s Aboriginal heritage. 
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Outcomes 

Table 3: Expected and actual outcomes 

Expected outcomes Actual outcomes/outputs 

A. GOAL AND KEY DESIRED OUTCOMES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://shop.parks.tas.gov.au/
http://www.huonvalleyescapes.net/activities.html
http://www.huonvalleyescapes.net/activities.html
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Expected outcomes Actual outcomes/outputs 
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Expected outcomes Actual outcomes/outputs 

  

o 

o 

o 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. OTHER ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES/IMPACTS  
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Expected outcomes Actual outcomes/outputs 

C. UNANTICIPATED OUTCOMES AND/OR LEGACY 

 

 

o 
o 

o 
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o 
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Assessment and commentary on management performance 

Table 4: Assessment of management performance 

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVENESS 

To what extent did the project 

achieve its objectives? 

EFFICIENCY 

To what extent was the project 

delivered on time and on budget? 

Were resources, including time and 

effort, used wisely and without 

wastage? 

 

Comments on management performance 

Summary statement on performance  

PWS considers the Needwonnee Aboriginal Walk project has performed outstandingly well in all 

respects.  

All the project objectives have either been achieved or are on track to achievement. The only delay 

that occurred was as the result of a project extension that was sought and granted to avoid on-site 

works being undertaken during the breeding season of the endangered orange-bellied parrot. There 

was exceptional on-ground efficiency for the time spent on-site in this remote location. 

PWS considers this project can provide a model for future cooperative management programs with 

Aboriginal people. 

Key factors contributing positively to management performance 

 Flexible timeframe for the project. 

 Establishing trusting one-to-one relationships with members of the Aboriginal community. 

 Minimising paperwork and meetings.  

 The long lead-time for the project. The idea was first raised in the mid-1990s and the concept 

has grown and developed over around 15 years, progressively incorporating the findings of 

research and taking account of community inputs to gain widespread support amongst 

stakeholders. 

Key factors limiting or threatening management performance  

None identified. 
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Suggestions for improving management performance 

The Needwonnee Steering Group requires new membership due to two retirements from the 

original group of six (Peter Grant and Colin Hughes). At the time of writing (October 2015), PWS is 

in conversation with the Aboriginal community over replacement candidates. 

Par Avion continues to explore ways to provide opportunity for on-demand Aboriginal guided tours. 

This has been discussed with the Aboriginal community, through the Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre; 

however a lack of trained guides currently limits this development. 

Additional comments/lessons learnt  

The interpretive installations along the Walk are requiring ongoing maintenance attention. Since 

project conclusion, refurbishment visits have occurred on average once per year.  

Investment in this project 

Funding for track construction and interpretation for this project was provided by the Australian 

Government Jobs Fund – Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area Aboriginal Heritage 

Management Partnership. $385,000 was provided over a period of 18 months, with the project 

concluding at the end of November 2011.  

The funds were spent in track construction (materials, transport and contract labour), engaging the 

Interpretation Consultant, production of interpretive materials (signage, brochure, and DVD), and 

engaging Aboriginal community artists and other Aboriginal participants (through TALSC). In-kind 

contribution was provided by the Parks and Wildlife Service to manage the project and trackwork 

(Michael Garner - Senior Ranger, Huonville - and a team of others), while the Interpretation and 

Education Section (Peter Grant) provided advice to the project.  

Ongoing maintenance and other activities associated with the Walk are being supported from the 

Needwonnee Trust Fund with additional support from the Parks and Wildlife Service. 

Sources and acknowledgements 

Key sources of information 

Project Manager/ Responsible Officer, Needwonnee Aboriginal Walk 

Name: Fiona Rice 

Position title/ division: PWS Interpretation & Education Officer 

Email: fiona.rice@parks.tas.gov.au 

Brian Knowles (PWS Visitor Research Officer) provided inputs to this 

report related to visitor surveys and results. 
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Photo gallery 

Part 1: The Needwonnee Aboriginal Walk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aerial photo showing proposed location of the loop track, which is bounded by 

Melaleuca Lagoon, Melaleuca Creek and the airstrip. Note the proposed interpretive 

nodes and viewing platforms. 

Photo: Fiona Rice 

Introductory interpretation panel. A brief end panel is also included in the walk. 

Aside from these two panels, the experience is wordless (i.e. entirely sculptural). 

Photo: Fiona Rice 
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Hearthfire, stone tools and meal (swans egg, shellfish)  

Photo: Fiona Rice 

Contemporary installation: Creation panels depicting the creation story of the first Tasmanian Aborigine. The 

story is set in the Needwonnee’s homelands.  

Photo: Fiona Rice 

Traditional campsite, with dome-shaped hut, half hut, hearthfire, stone tools, spears, waddies, digging stick, 

grinding stone, kelp water carrier, basket and shell necklace.  

Photo: Fiona Rice 
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Contemporary installation: A created black swan’s nest 

Photo: Fiona Rice 

Traditional basket and shell necklace 

Photo: Fiona Rice 
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Traditional paperbark canoe on Melaleuca Lagoon 

Photo: Fiona Rice 

Calm water reflections as light plays on reeds, Melaleuca Lagoon 

Photo: Glenys Jones 
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An interpretive booklet and DVD were produced to describe all that is known about the 
Needwonnee people for visitors, tourist operators, PWS, the Aboriginal community and the 

general community.  

Photo: Fiona Rice 

This canoe is intentionally being allowed to 
quietly decay on the shores of Melaleuca Lagoon 

– a reminder of earlier times and people.  

Photo: Glenys Jones 
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This contemporary installation – ‘fibre 

petroglyph’ – was added to the 

Needwonnee Walk during an Aboriginal 

community visit to Melaleuca in November 

2012. Petroglyphs are ancient rock carvings 

(from the Greek word ‘petros’ meaning 

‘rock’ and ‘glyph’ meaning ‘carving’ or 

‘symbol’) and are formed by picking and 

chipping away the surface of a rock. 

Petroglyphs are known from a variety of 

locations around Tasmania and are some of 

the oldest and most complex examples of 

ancient Aboriginal art known in Tasmania.  

Photo: PWS 

This contemporary installation – ‘trapped in 

time’ – was added to the Needwonnee Walk 

during an Aboriginal community visit in 

November 2012. 

Photo: PWS 
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Part 2: The people behind the project 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

TALSC Senior Aboriginal Heritage Officer Colin Hughes, PWS project trackwork manager Mike 

Garner and PWS Interpretation Consultant Fiona Rice discussing the walk route and locations for 

viewing platforms (September 2010). 

Photo: Pip Gowan 

Parks Ranger Sam Lennox discussing hut location with Aboriginal participants, elder Verna Nichols, 

Anthony Dillon, and Kye Langdon (April 2011) 

Photo: Fiona Rice 
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TALSC participants Anthony Dillon and Kye Langdon constructing the dome hut (April 2011) 

Photo: Fiona Rice 

Leonie Dickson tying off the grass thatching on the dome hut (April 2011) 

Photo: Fiona Rice 
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Anthony Dillon, Kye Langdon, Verna Nichols and Leonie Dickson building the half hut (April 2011) 

Photo: Fiona Rice 

Aboriginal artists Leonie Dickson and elder Verna Nichols with their contemporary creation figures – 

Moihernee and Moihernee’s wife (April 2011) 

Photo: Fiona Rice 
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Elder Verna Nichols and Leonie Dickson creating a contemporary basket (April 2011) 

Photo: Fiona Rice 

Anthony Dillon, Leonie Dickson and Kye Langdon applying ochre to traditional tools — spears, waddy and 
digging stick (April 2011). 

Photo: Fiona Rice 
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Regular maintenance and refurbishment of 

interpretive installations is an essential 

component of management and ongoing 

practising of traditions. In this photo, 

Aboriginal community members are re-

applying ochre to the tools at the campsite 

and refurbishing the huts. 

Photo: PWS 

Aboriginal community members refurbishing the canoe.  

Photo: PWS 
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The Needwonnee Aboriginal Walk Project has been recognised through a variety of prestigious awards. 
Here PWS Interpretation and Education Section officers Fiona Rice and Peter Grant display the 2012 

Interpretation Australia Gold Award and the Interpretation Australia Judges Choice Award. 

Photo: PWS 

Parks and Wildlife Service General Manager Peter Mooney accepting the Australasian 2012 Parks 

Forum  Excellence in Parks Cultural Award. 

Photo: PWS 
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Appendix 1: Visitor feedback form 2012 
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Appendix 2: Visitor research report – Needwonnee Walk visitor 

survey 2012 
Brian Knowles (Visitor Research Officer, Parks and Wildlife Service) 

August 2013 

Background 

This visitor research report has been prepared as part of the MERI (Monitoring Evaluation 

Reporting & Improvement) Report to the Commonwealth on the results achieved from 4 

years of Tasmanian Wilderness WHA Baseline Funding. Tasmania has committed to providing 

evaluated case study reports on the results of six major projects undertaken in the TWWHA, 

including the Needwonnee Aboriginal Walk project. The MERI report is due September 2013.  

Methodology and disclaimer 

The information in this report is based on self-completion questionnaires (n=16) of visitors to 

Melaleuca, between March and October 2012 

The questionnaires were prepared by Brian Knowles and Fiona Rice (Interpretation & 

Education Officer, Parks and Wildlife Service). The questionnaires were distributed to visitors 

by Par Avion on behalf of the Parks and Wildlife Service.  

The questionnaires were made available at the Par Avion terminal at Cambridge, alongside 

another questionnaire about Par Avion’s service. Completion of the questionnaire was not 

actively promoted by Par Avion. It is unknown how many questionnaires were distributed, 

and therefore there is no way to determine the response rate.  

Because only a very small number of questionnaires were completed, the data in this report 

cannot be claimed to be statistically representative sample of the larger visitor population 

going on the Needwonnee walk.  

However, this is the first systematic collection of data about the Needwonnee walk, and is 

therefore a valuable starting point. 

Results 

Dates when surveys were completed 

 

Year and 

month Number Per cent 

2012-03 5 31% 

2012-04 10 63% 

2012-10 1 6% 

Total 16 100% 

 

Origin 

 

Origin Number Per cent 

NSW/ACT 4 25% 

QLD 1 6% 

Tas 8 50% 

USA 1 6% 

VIC 2 13% 

Total 16 100% 
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Did you go on the Needwonnee Walk? 

Only those respondents who completed the walk completed the questionnaire. This is 

because the questionnaire was not distributed by the pilots (as per the design of the form) 

but was left for voluntary completion at the Par Avion terminal in Cambridge (Hobart).  

 

Therefore, this question cannot be used to determine what proportion of all visitors to 

Melaleuca go on the Needwonnee Walk. 

 

How much did the Needwonnee Walk enhance your VISIT to Melaleuca? 

 

 

Rating Responses Per cent 

Did not enhance 1 0 0% 

 

2 0 0% 

Neutral 3 2 13% 

 

4 9 56% 

Greatly enhanced 5 5 31% 

 

Total 16 100% 

 

Why did the walk enhance or not enhance your visit to Melaleuca? (Comments 

verbatim)(Ratings shown as numbers in brackets) 

- Educational awareness of aboriginal life there (4)  

- We were glad to have insight (a little) into "survival" in the SW area (4) 

- It's interesting to see how aboriginals back in the day adapt to environment 

(4) 

- Good to see how they lived in remote areas in grass huts! (3) 

- We loved the Melaleuca walk by the waterways and aboriginal shelter, 

baskets, boats - a great walk way. Very good toilets (5) 

- Interesting to see how the indigenous people lived, and the (… unclear 

handwriting) (4) 

- Insight into Aboriginal culture and experience remote wilderness (4) 

- Interesting (4) 

- Good setting and track. Cultural aspects very informative (4) 

- It gave great insight as to how the aboriginals lived and how they blended 

with the land (5) 

- To get a better appreciation of the aboriginal heritage and flora (5) 

- Very interesting. Well presented (4) 

- Gave a good view of the marshy area and the native vegetation (3) 

 

Not every respondent made a comment. Most of the respondents who did provide a 

comment had rated the walk as “4” (the Walk did enhance their visit to Melaleuca). 

The main theme in the comments was that the Needwonnee Walk gave “insight”, 

“understanding” or “appreciation” of the lives and history of the local aboriginal peoples. 

In contrast, there were only a handful of comments that referred to elements other than the 

interpretational aspect of the walk – these other comments were about toileting and the 

natural landscape.  
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How much did the Needwonnee Walk enhance your UNDERSTANDING of Tasmania’s 

Aboriginal history? 

 

 

Rating Responses Per cent 

Did not enhance 1 0 0% 

 

2 0 0% 

Neutral 3 4 25% 

 

4 7 44% 

Greatly enhanced 5 4 25% 

 

Blank 1 6% 

 

Total 16 100% 

 

Why did you give this particular rating (about enhancing UNDERSTANDING)? (Comments 

verbatim)(Ratings shown as numbers in brackets) 

- Interpretation huts / display and panels are very informative (5) 

- Habitate (sic) (3) 

- (Comment made – but unclear handwriting) (5) 

- Huts, boats and baskets (4) 

- Much better at explaining that similar efforts later (sic) (4) 

- Good information. Would like to learn more (3) 

- I know very little about Tas aboriginal heritage. It was great to understand how 

they lived in such as (sic) hostile environment (5) 

- Our guide explained all. Very fulfilling trip (5) 

- Needs more tourist information signage (3) 

- I would have needed to read about them (3) 

 

It is difficult to pull any meaningful conclusions from this handful of comments.  

 

Regarding the respondents who rated this walk as a 3 (neutral), this lowly rating does not 

seem to be based on the quality of the interpretation. Their comments seem to indicate they 

did not know enough about the topic of Aboriginal heritage in general – and moreover, it 

implies that if they knew more they could have made more sense of the Needwonnee walk. 

Some respondents indicated they would like to learn more.  

 

What installation had the most effect on you? (Comments verbatim) 

- Creation panels 

- Canoe / campsite 

- Campsite and the canoe 

- The huts (grass) 

- Baskets through the forest 

- Great walk 

- Canoe / campsite 

- Creative 

- Campsite, canoe and creation panels 

- Campsite and canoe 

- Walkway. Canoe. Hut 
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- Campsite 

- Canoe 

- Canoe 

- Like American Indians wikipups - temporary campsites 

 

Canoe mentioned n = 7 

Campsite mentioned n = 7 

Creation panels mentioned n = 2 

 

Do you have any suggestions for how the Needwonnee Walk could be improved? 

(Comments verbatim) 

 

- More interpretation signs next to installations 

- Some more information on the grass huts 

- Interpretive (unclear handwriting) 

- No 

- Seating additional viewing areas 

- No. All good 

- Signage 

 

 

Would you like to see Aboriginal heritage interpreted in a similar way in other locations in 

Tasmania? 

 

 

Responses Per cent 

Yes 12 75% 

No 0 0% 

Don't know 2 13% 

No response 2 13% 

Total 16 100% 

 

 

There was only one comment, about this question, which was somewhat non-specific: 

- Aborigines need more coverage regarding history of Tasmania 

 

 

Did you or do you intend to purchase a copy of the Needwonnee booklet and DVD? 

 

 

Responses Per cent 

Yes - will purchase 3 19% 

No - will not purchase 10 63% 

No response 3 19% 

Total 16 100% 
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Do you have any other comments about the Needwonnee Walk? (Comments verbatim) 

- Very informative but more illustration on other members of this trip (e.g. 

Women, children) would be great 

- No 

- Thomas was great! 

- It was wonderful and there needs to be more around the state 

- The trip was a great experience to appreciate the wilderness 

- No 

 

Conclusions, recommendations and next actions 

About the Needwonnee Walk 

This was the first systematic collection of feedback about the Needwonnee Walk. In general, 

the 16 respondents were either satisfied or very satisfied with the Walk. The interpretation 

seemed to achieve several results – it deepened some respondents’ understanding of the 

Aboriginal peoples of the area; and the interpretation might have prompted several 

respondents to seek further information.  

The canoe and campsite installations seemed to evoke the most responses. 

Regarding whether this style of interpretation should be used elsewhere in Tasmania, most 

respondents supported that idea – but did not provide any specific comments about where 

or how this would be of benefit. 

Most respondents did not seem interested in the materials available for purchase. 

About the survey process 

Despite the survey questionnaire being available for many months, there were only a small 

number of responses. Although the assistance of Par Avion is much appreciated, it is clear 

that this is not the most efficient way of distributing questionnaires (after all, Par Avion runs an 

airline, not a market research firm) 

A good survey should aim to be (a) randomly distributed and (b) systematically distributed 

and (c) widely distributed 

One recommendation could be for volunteers or caretakers or similar to systematically 

distribute the surveys through some sort of meet-and-greet when visitors are loading back 

onto the Par Avion aircraft. A sample of at least 300 to 400 surveys over a summer season 

would provide enough data for good statistical analysis. 
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Appendix 3. Extracted findings from Melaleuca visitor survey 2014 

related to the Needwonnee Walk 
Brian Knowles (Visitor Research Officer, Parks and Wildlife Service) 

5 August 2014 

Background 

The Parks and Wildlife Service conducted this Melaleuca Visitor Survey between late 2013 

through to after Easter 2014. Volunteer caretakers on-site at Melaleuca approached visitors 

and invited them to participate in a visitor survey. The caretakers collected email addresses 

from visitors. The Visitor Research Officer (Tasmania Parks and Wildlife Service) sent an online 

survey to the visitors. The caretakers collected 468 emails. There were 266 respondents. The 

response rate was 57%. Most respondents (95%) completed the entire questionnaire.  

The caretakers collected emails from visitors in the airstrip-campground-visitor services zone. 

We did not specifically seek respondents at Claytons Corner, or out on the bushwalking 

tracks. However, a few visitors from Claytons Corner may have been included in this survey if 

they wandered down to where the caretakers were active. 

This report is an extract of data for selected questions from the Melaleuca Visitor Survey, 

including the following questions which relate specifically to the Needwonnee Walk. 

Questions: 

17. What did you do at Melaleuca? (Choose all that apply) 

25.  Did you go on the Needwonnee Walk? (this is the Aboriginal cultural walk). 

26.  If you did not go on the Needwonnee walk, can you please describe why? 

27.  How much did the Needwonnee Walk enhance your understanding of 

Tasmanian’s Aboriginal heritage? 

29.  Did you purchase, or do you intend to purchase a copy of the Needwonnee 

booklet or DVD? 

Results for survey questions  

3. Where do you usually live?   

Value Count Percent 

Tasmania 79 29.9% 

Interstate - mainland Australia 166 62.9% 

Overseas 19 7.2% 

Total Responses 264  

 

6. How did you get to Melaleuca?   

Value Count Percent 

Arrive by air 209 79.5% 

Walked to Melaleuca on the South Coast Track 9 3.4% 

Walked to Melaleuca on the Port Davey Track 21 8.0% 

Arrived by boat 19 7.2% 

Other 5 1.9% 
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Total Responses 263  

 

 

7. How did you leave Melaleuca?   

Value Count Percent 

Leave by air 113 43.1% 

Walked from Melaleuca on the South Coast Track 126 48.1% 

Walked from Melaleuca on the Port Davey Track 0 0.0% 

Departed by boat 18 6.9% 

Other 5 1.9% 

Total Responses 262  

 

 

11. Which type of group did you travel in? (pick one)   

Value Count Percent 

Alone - I travelled by myself 21 8.1% 

With a partner/as a couple 59 22.7% 

As a family with children 6 2.3% 

With other family or friends 35 13.5% 

As a small group of friends 97 37.3% 

As a tour group 18 6.9% 

As a school/university group 0 0.0% 

With business or work associates 4 1.5% 

Some other type of group (please specify) 20 7.7% 

Total Responses 260  
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12. Thinking about all the people in your immediate group would you say ... 

Value Count Percent 

Everyone was from Tasmania 61 24.0% 

Everyone was from mainland Australia 133 52.4% 

Everyone was from overseas 11 4.3% 

There was a mix of people from Tasmania, or mainland Australia or 

overseas 
44 17.3% 

I do not know or cannot remember 5 2.0% 

Total Responses 254  

 

 

14. How long did you stay at Melaleuca?   

Value Count Percent 

Only passing through - did not stay 72 27.7% 

Up to 3 hours 62 23.9% 

More than 3 hours - up to 1 day 66 25.4% 

2 days  21 8.1% 

3 days 11 4.2% 

4 days 2 0.8% 

5 days 8 3.1% 

6 days 1 0.4% 

7 days  3 1.2% 

8 days or longer (please specify how many days) 14 5.4% 

Total Responses 260  

 

 

 

16. What was the MAIN purpose of your visit? 

Value Count Percent 

Day tour with airline 28 10.8% 

Day walk 9 3.5% 

Bushwalking for one night or more 158 61.0% 

Boating (including kayaking) 26 10.0% 
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Volunteering with the Orange-bellied Parrot program; or other 

volunteering 
4 1.5% 

Work or employment 1 0.4% 

Academic study or research 2 0.8% 

Some other (please specify) 31 12.0% 

Total Responses 259  

 

 

17. What did you do at Melaleuca? (Choose all that apply)   

Value Count Percent 

Overnight walk - start or end at Melaleuca 115 44.9% 

Day walk(s) from Melaleuca and return 35 13.7% 

Kayak - your own kayak or with a guide 14 5.5% 

Birdwatching, including the Orange-bellied Parrot 85 33.2% 

Needwonnee Aboriginal walk 98 38.3% 

Boat trip to Bathurst Harbour and return - with Par Avion 57 22.3% 

Visit Deny King's place of residence 91 35.6% 

Volunteer or work 8 3.1% 

Other (please specify) 54 21.1% 

Total Responses 256  

 

Note: In question 17 above, some 38% of respondents said they went on the Needwonnee 

Walk; however, at question 25, some 63% of respondents said they went on the Needwonnee 

Walk so there are internal inconsistencies between visitors’ responses. The most likely 

explanation is that online question 25 included three photographs of some installations on the 

Needwonnee walk, whereas question 17 did not have any photographs. The photographs 

seem to have improved the recall (memory) of respondents of having done the Walk 

compared with using only its name ‘Needwonnee’. 
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25. Did you go on the Needwonnee Walk? (this is the Aboriginal cultural walk). 

Value Count Percent 

Yes 162 63.3% 

No 94 36.7% 

Total Responses 256  

 

Note –See previous note for question 17  

 

 

26. If you did not go on the Needwonnee walk, can you please describe why? 

Value Count Percent 

Did not have time 48 51.6% 

Was not interested 3 3.2% 

Did not know it was there 43 46.2% 

Some other reason (please describe) 8 8.6% 

Total Responses 93  

 

 

26 Continued Some other reason (please describe)  

Open Text Response  Count 

(Left Blank) 258 

Have done so on an earlier trip 1 

Keen to begin south coast track 1 

Other things I was keener to do 1 

Primarily paddling and camping 1 

Time constrained to commence walk 1 

We walked 12 hours day before 1 

I was exhausted and sore from walking the South Coast track for 7 days prior to 

arriving in Melaleuca. 
1 

I wasn't aware of it. Had I saw [sic] it at the airstrip signboards, I would have alloted 

[sic] time to go see the walk after I see [sic] the OBP! Now I regret not having seen it  
1 
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27. How much did the Needwonnee Walk enhance your understanding of 

Tasmania’s Aboriginal heritage? 
  

Value Count Percent 

Did not enhance my understanding 13 8.0% 

Enhanced my understanding a little 102 63.0% 

Enhanced my understanding a lot 42 25.9% 

Greatly enhanced my understanding 5 3.1% 

Total Responses 162  

 

 

29. Did you purchase, or do you intend to purchase a copy of the Needwonnee booklet or 

DVD? 

Value Count Percent 

Yes 3 1.9% 

No 143 89.4% 

I want to - but did not know about the booklet or DVD 14 8.8% 

Total Responses 160  

 

 

32. Thinking about your whole visit to Melaleuca, how would you rate your experience? 

Value Count Percent 

It was one of the best things I have ever done 61 24.1% 

It was one of the best things I have done in the last 12 months 125 49.4% 

It was OK 65 25.7% 

I did NOT enjoy my visit 2 0.8% 

Total Responses 253  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

  



 

 

 



 

 

 


